Quality of care for lung cancer in Taiwan: a pattern of care based on core measures in the Taiwan Cancer Database registry.
To investigate the quality of care (QOC) for lung cancer in Taiwan, as measured by pattern of care (POC) variation. Based on core measures in the Taiwan Cancer Database (TCDB) registry, QOC for lung cancer was measured as variation in POC for 16 selected core measures for different hospital characteristics. Statistical significance in variation was evaluated by the Chi-squared test. Among the 26 participating hospitals (one excluded as an outlier), 6624 cases of lung cancer were reported in 2004. Among the 16 core measures (6 in the diagnostic and 10 in the therapeutic domain), no significant variation in POC was noted in 12 in northern and non-northern hospitals. However, significant variation in POC was noted for most (5/6) of the core measures in the diagnostic domain for other hospital characteristics (large vs. small, medical center vs. regional hospital, public vs. private). Increasing utilization of tissue diagnosis, diagnostic computed tomography (CT), and CT or magnetic resonance imaging for staging advanced non-small cell lung cancer was noted in the four participating hospitals from 2002 to 2004. It is very likely that significant variation in QOC for lung cancer in Taiwan exists among different types but not locations of hospitals, at least in the diagnostic domain. The introduction of internal benchmarking (TCDB and core measures) was associated with some changes, at least in some diagnostic domains, which may lead to improvement in QOC for lung cancer in Taiwan.